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Introduction 

In modern times—roughly, since the late 1960s—Congresses have grown lax about their 
constitutional powers. They have delegated broad lawmaking discretion to regulatory and 
administrative agencies, and have done so in such profusion that the executive branch has 
become the nation’s primary source of law. In recent years, they have permitted presidents to 
seize additional legislative powers unilaterally (George W. Bush occasionally, Barack Obama 
frequently). Most striking of all, they have become nonchalant about their financial and 
budgetary powers—failing to pass annual budgets and appropriations bills, permitting their 
spending and monetary powers to atrophy, and even delegating taxing and borrowing authority 
to the executive. This paper attempts to explain that development. 

There are several reasons to think that Congress would hold its financial powers close, and 
exercise them diligently, even or especially at a time of regulatory delegation and executive 
expansion. Taxing and spending present legislators with unique risks and opportunities. They are 
more potent than regulation as a constitutional matter;1 they extract and dispense resources 
directly in the government’s name; and they are more likely to be subjects of electoral 
contention. And, within the government itself, taxing and spending constitute Congress’s “power 
of the purse”—its ultimate weapon in competition with the executive branch. Political scientists 
theorize that Congress delegates sweeping discretion to executive agencies in order to avoid 
making controversial policy choices—and then controls the exercise of that discretion through 
appropriations levels and riders.2 But in practice Congress has been handing over its purse 
strings along with its lawmaking authorities. 

Congress’s financial nonfeasance has clearly weakened its ability to check and balance the 
executive on matters of law and policy. One of many recent examples came in November 2014, 
when President Obama revised statutory immigration policies by executive decree.3 Many in 
Congress opposed the action on policy or constitutional grounds or both, and announced they 
would block it with a rider to the appropriations of the U.S. Citizens and Immigration Services.4 

                                                
1  Under Supreme Court doctrines propounded most recently in NFIB v. Sebelius, 567 U.S. ___ (2012), slip 
opinion at 31–44. 
2  See McNollgast (Mathew D. McCubbins, Roger G. Noll, & Barry R. Weingast), The Political Economy of 
Law, in HANDBOOK OF LAW AND ECONOMICS 1651, 1702-16 (A. Mitchell Polinsky & Steven Shavell eds., 
2007); Michael M. Ting, The ‘Power of the Purse’ and Its Implications For Bureaucratic Policy-Making, 106 
PUB. CHOICE 243 (2001); Bruce Yandle, Regulators, Legislators and Budget Manipulation, 56 PUB. CHOICE 
167 (1988). 
3  Presidential Memorandum on Modernizing and Streamlining the U.S. Immigrant Visa System for the 21st 
Century, 79 Fed. Reg. 70,769, 70,769-70 (Nov. 21, 2014).  
4  See, e.g., Press Release, U.S. Senator Jeff Sessions, Time to Stand Strong for the American People (Nov. 20, 
2014), http://www.sessions.senate.gov/public/index.cfm/news-releases?ID=A913472F-0EEA-48A2-9272-
18F8482C47E5. 
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But then some alert staffers noticed that USCIS is entirely self-funded by its own fees and is 
independent of congressional appropriations.5 Of course, Congress could have put the agency 
back on regular appropriations and forbidden their use for implementing the president’s 
unilateral policies, but it did not. While many of its members huffed and puffed, the institutional 
Congress was inert, leaving it to the courts to restore the statutory status quo ante.6 The 
constitutional separation of powers worked—but just barely (the Supreme Court tied 4–4 in 
upholding a 2–1 Court of Appeals decision), and only in the face of a blatant presidential 
transgression, and at the cost of Congress’s failing to check a political abuse with a political 
response in favor of a narrower and more technical judicial response. 

The larger question is whether and how Congress’s behavior has affected the government’s 
finances, the performance of the economy, and the functioning of the political system. Here we 
are faced with a circumstance that is, at a minimum, a profound coincidence. For the modern 
period of congressional financial laxity corresponds exactly with the emergence of large, routine 
federal deficits and the growth of federal debt to levels that are unprecedented, unsustainable, 
and debilitating. The historical record, moreover points to causation rather than coincidence. 
From the first Congress in 1789 through (again, approximately) the 1960s, Congress maintained 
control over the essential fiscal mechanisms of taxing (and therefore revenues), expenditures, 
and borrowing. And throughout this long period, Congress practiced “fiscal restraint”—annual 
spending was kept in line with annual tax revenues; borrowing was limited to the financing of 
wars, investments, and similar emergencies and opportunities; and the resulting debts were 
repaid steadily from tax revenues. 

This historical pattern presents the “dilemma of fiscal restraint.” How was it that a 
representative legislature exercised its financial powers to practice fiscal restraint for 175 
years—and why did it then abandon both the powers and the restraint? My paper aims to answer 
these questions, to explain why they are important, and to suggest ways and means of recovering 
fiscal discipline. What follows is a synoptic summary of a work-in-progress. 

Congress’s Power of the Fisc 

The U.S. Constitution vests Congress with plenary authority over the finances of the federal 
government. Congress has exclusive “Power To lay and collect Taxes, Duties, Imposts and 
Excises, to pay the Debts and provide for the common Defense and general Welfare of the 
United States,” to “borrow Money on the credit of the United States,” and to “coin Money, 
regulate the Value thereof, and of foreign Coin.”7 For emphasis, “All Bills for raising Revenue 

                                                
5  See 8 U.S.C. § 1356 (2012); Rebecca Shabad, House GOP Panel: Defunding Immigration Order 
‘Impossible’, THE HILL (Nov. 20, 2015), http://thehill.com/policy/finance/224837-appropriations-panel-
defunding-immigration-order-impossible. 
6  United States v. Texas, 579 U.S. ___ (2016); No. 15-40238 (5th Cir., Nov. 25, 2015). 
7  Art. I, § 8, cls. 1, 2, and 5. 
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shall originate in the House of Representatives,”8 and “No Money shall be drawn from the 
Treasury, but in Consequence of Appropriations made by Law.”9 Separately, Congress is given 
the “Power to dispose of … the Territory or other Property belonging to the United States.”10 

Taken together, these authorities amount to much more than a “power of the purse” for 
checking and balancing executive actions. Rather they amount to a comprehensive power of the 
fisc: Congress is to determine how much and how the government taxes and borrows, how much 
and how the proceeds are spent, and the balances among revenues, borrowings, and expenditures 
that are today called “fiscal policy.” The president, insofar as the constitutional text is concerned, 
is involved only through his participation in legislative process via the veto power11 and his duty 
to faithfully execute his office and uphold the Constitution.12 The judiciary—which since 
Marbury v. Madison has been a regular participant in congressional lawmaking, as interpreter of 
statutes and supervisor of delegated administrative law—is a nonparticipant in fiscal policy and 
has almost never involved itself in any of its elements. (If upheld, the recent District Court 
decision in House of Representatives v. Burwell,13 holding that an executive expenditure under 
the Affordable Care Act violated the Appropriations Clause, will be one of those exceptional 
cases.) 

Three aspects of the constitutional text reinforce Congress’s fiscal supremacy. First, the 
financial powers vouchsafed Congress are astoundingly broad. The power to tax is subject to a 
few restrictions: direct taxes must be apportioned, indirect taxes must be “uniform,” and all taxes 
must be for the “general Welfare.” However, with the sole exception of exports (and, prior to 
1808, the slave trade) the power to tax runs over the entire conceivable tax base, at any tax rate 
Congress might find convenient. Similarly, Congress may borrow money without limit or 
restriction, for any purpose. 

Second, the text is spare and open-ended. In contrast to virtually all modern federal 
constitutions, it contains no tax assignments. It has no balanced budget requirement of the sort 
that one finds in most state constitutions. It ordains no budget process except insofar as “a 
regular Statements and Account of the Receipts and Expenditures of all public Money shall be 
published from time to time.”14 Nor does the Constitution provide for a central bank. The 
omissions were deliberate. For example, the Convention debated but rejected the option of tax 
assignments. The overriding sense was that we can leave all that to the ordinary workings of the 
political process, provided we get the politicians’ incentives right. 

                                                
8  Art. I, § 7, cl. 1. 
9  Art. I, § 9, cl. 7. 
10 Art. IV, § 3, cl. 2. 
11 Art. I, § 7, cl. 2. 
12 Art. II, § 1, cl. 8. 
13 D.D.C. Civ. No. 14-1967 (May 12, 2016). 
14 Art. I, § 9, cl. 7. 
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Third, at two junctures the text pointedly emphasizes that taxing and spending are legislative 
responsibilities, to be kept close to the people and out of the hands of the executive. The 
Appropriations Clause is written in absolute terms (a justification for the extraordinary House v. 
Burwell decision), inviting Congress to specify the particulars of executive outlays as narrowly 
as it wishes. Appropriations, James Madison observed in the 1793 congressional debates over 
Alexander Hamilton’s alleged diversion of funds, are “of a high and sacred character … the great 
bulwark which our Constitution … carefully and jealously established against Executive 
usurpations.”15 And the Origination Clause requires that revenue bills be first introduced in the 
chamber whose members face the voters every two years (and the only democratic organ of the 
original government). 

In sum, the written fiscal constitution is not primarily a matter of ordaining rivalry between 
the two political branches as a means of checking each other’s excesses and constraining the 
application of federal power. Rather, the framers seem to have regarded public finance as 
inherently legislative, something that ought to be determined by representation, deliberation, and 
compromise.16 They seem to have given little thought to the problem of fiscal restraint discussed 
later in this section, beyond the expectation that voters would be alert to, and resistant to, the 
taxes imposed on them, so that elections will exert some discipline on the process. That might 
have been a reasonable expectation at the time. The strategy of “tax and tax, spend and spend, 
elect and elect” was not articulated until the New Deal, and even then it was highly controversial, 
so that its author and practitioner, Works Progress Administration architect Harry Hopkins, was 
constrained to deny that he had said it. 

Federal Finance in Practice 

Despite the Constitution’s architecture, the executive branch has played a central and often 
decisive role in federal finance from the republic’s earliest days. Inter-branch collaboration has 

                                                
15 Kurland II:377. See also Joseph Story, Commentaries on the Constitution of the United States (1833), Book 
III, Chapter 32 (“Prohibitions on the United States”), §1342: “As all the taxes raised from the people, as well as 
the revenues arising froth other sources, are to be applied to the discharge of the expenses, and debts, and other 
engagements of the government, it is highly proper, that congress should possess the power to decide, how and 
when any money should be applied for these purposes. If it were otherwise, the executive would possess an 
unbounded power over the public purse or the nation; and might apply all its monied resources at his pleasure. 
The power to control, and direct the appropriations, constitutes a most useful and salutary check upon profusion 
and extravagance, as well as upon corrupt influence and public peculation. In arbitrary governments the prince 
levies what money he pleases from his subjects, disposes of it, as he thinks proper, and is beyond responsibility 
or reproof. It is wise to interpose, in a republic, every restraint, by which the public treasure, the common fund 
of all, should be applied, with unshrinking honesty to such objects, as legitimately belong to the common 
defence, and the general welfare. Congress is made the guardian of this treasure; and to make their responsibility 
complete and perfect, a regular account of the receipts and expenditures is required to be published, that the 
people may know, what money is expended, for what purposes, and by what authority.” 
16 The rational for the separation of powers in terms of the “distinct integrity” of different government 
functions, as opposed to that of checks and balances and dispersal of power, is expounded in Jeremy Waldron, 
“Separation of Powers in Thought and Practice?”, 54 Bos. Col. L. Rev. 433 (2013). 
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been necessary for the same practical reasons that affect other areas of lawmaking and 
administration—but that apply with particular force in financial matters: 

First, laws regarding taxing, borrowing, spending, and money, like other laws, require 
execution and some degree of administrative discretion—but financial execution is more than a 
matter of interpreting and applying law, also involving continuous interaction with powerful 
outside forces. Payrolls must be met even if tax revenues are falling short; missing an interest 
payment could frighten creditors, costing rather than saving money; appropriations categories 
may become obsolete because of unforeseen contingencies. In this respect, finance is like 
military and foreign affairs, where the president is predominant by constitutional design as well 
as in practice. 

Second, in finance as in other areas of lawmaking, executive officials are often able to exert 
leadership that overcomes the collective-action problems that beset legislative decision-
making—but their ability to influence the legislative agenda and coalesce a majority is especially 
strong when it comes to the government’s own finances and continuing operations. Precisely 
because the Constitution is open-ended on central and frequently urgent matters, executive 
initiative is often necessary to fill the voids. 

These considerations were manifest at the outset. The First Congress’s first major statute was 
a revenue raiser, the Tariff Act of 1789, and, coming before the executive branch had gotten 
organized, it was a thoroughly legislative measure rife with hard compromises among regional 
and commercial interests. But thereafter—from the moment Alexander Hamilton arrived as 
Treasury Secretary at the end of that year—congressional action was dominated by reacting to, 
lambasting, and ultimately adopting Hamilton’s audacious proposals to assume the states’ 
Revolutionary War debts and establish a Bank of the United States—measures that Congress 
would never have cooked up on its own. When Congress imposed its first domestic tax, on 
distilled spirits (also at Hamilton’s urging), the result was an armed insurrection (the “Whiskey 
Rebellion”) that President Washington eventually suppressed by force of arms; that was a 
powerful example to all concerned of the executive’s role in buttressing the Origination Clause 
in the face of the libertarian American spirit. 

The appearance of political parties and the democratic presidency further strengthened the 
executive’s position in financial matters: Andrew Jackson campaigned for office on a platform of 
abolishing the Bank of the United States and paying off the entirety of the national debt (by then 
mostly a legacy of the War of 1812), and kept both promises with the support of partisan 
congressional allies.17 Throughout the nineteenth century, the exigencies of executive 
management led to several forms of financing that, with congressional approval or acquiescence, 

                                                
17 Jackson’s Treasury Secretary, Levi Woodbury, stated in his 1834 Annual Report to Congress that “Before 
the end of the year … the United States will present that happy, and probably, in modern times, unprecedented 
spectacle, of a people substantially free from the smallest portion of a public debt.” The federal debt remained 
at zero in 1834–1836. 
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elided the constitutional requirements—such as executive officials who were compensated 
largely through direct personal commissions, tolls, and bounties18 and the first appearance of 
“Nonappropriated Fund Instrumentalities” (NAFIs).19 The executive’s role in public finance 
became more formal and regular as the federal government expanded with the economy and 
population—and as federal operations were rationalized through such devices as a non-patronage 
civil service (the Pendleton Act of 1983), income taxation (growing from the Civil War onward 
and solidified by the Sixteenth Amendment in 2013), an executive-financial partnership in 
central banking (the Federal Reserve Act of 1913), and centralized, president-led annual 
budgeting (the Budget and Accounting Act of 1921). 

Nevertheless, Congress had the last say on both the broad contours and details of taxing, 
spending, and borrowing through the coming of the New Deal, and as of 1960 had relinquished 
its powers only modestly compromised compared to what was to come. It controlled virtually all 
federal spending through annual appropriations that limited total spending, was grudging in 
granting the executive spending flexibility among appropriations categories,20 and routinely 
involved itself in the nitty-gritty of debt management.21 The Federal Reserve Act forbade the Fed 
from purchasing Treasury securities and thereby financing the federal debt, and the Budget and 
Accounting Act provided only for centralized executive preparation of a requested budget and 
constituent agency appropriations.22 Until the 1930s, the only “entitlement” programs—where 
outlays are determined by statutory formulas applied to applications from qualifying individuals 
rather than by appropriations—were for military veterans and retired federal employees. 

 And, throughout the period from 1789 through 1930, federal finances were admirably well 
managed. Other than times of major wars (the War of 1812, Civil War, and World War I), annual 
expenditures and revenues remained below 5 percent of GDP—both were about the same in 
1930 as they had been in the Madison administration. The default rule was “pay as you go,” or 
annually balanced budgets, and federal operations typically showed small deficits or surpluses 
from year to year. Borrowing was frequent and sometimes substantial, but was always 
recognized as an exception to the balanced-budget rule and was usually vigorously debated as 
such. In particular, debt was limited to the financing of (a) wars; (b) a few instances of national 

                                                
18 Nicholas R. Parillo, Against the Profit Motive: The Salary Revolution in American Government, 1880–1940 
(Yale 2013), and Jerry L. Mashaw, Creating the Administrative Constitution: The Lost One Hundred Years of 
American Administrative Law (Yale 2012). 
19 U.S. Government Accountability Office, Office of the General Counsel, Principles of Federal 
Appropriations Law, 3d ed., Sept. 2008, Vol. III, pp. 15-226–15- 277, www.gao.gov/assets/210/203470.pdf. 
20 Lucius Wilmerding, Jr., The Spending Power: A History of the Efforts of Congress to Control Expenditures 
(1943). 
21 Charles W. Calomiris, “The Motives of U.S. Debt Management Policy, 1789–1880,” 13 Res. in Econ. Hist. 
67–105 (1991). 
22 The “Budget of the United States Government,” released with great fanfare by the White House each 
February, is just a starting point for congressional budgeting and appropriations, which until the modern era of 
massive entitlement spending typically departed widely from the president’s budget proposals. 
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consolidation and expansion—the original federal assumption of the states’ Revolutionary War 
debts, the Louisiana Purchase (paid for mainly with loans from Dutch and British banks), and 
lesser subsequent territorial purchases; (c) capital investments such as the transcontinental 
railroad; and (d) sustaining government operations through economic recessions and revenue 
shortfalls (beginning with the Panic of 1817, followed by the Panic of 1837 which ended the 
Jacksonian interlude of zero federal debt). Wartime and other emergency debts were paid down 
assiduously, often through dedicated sinking funds.23 

It is worth mentioning, also, that during the nineteenth century many federal expenditures 
were for economic development and infrastructure investment projects that might have been, but 
were not, financed by borrowing, and that the states began to take an active role in debt-financed 
infrastructure investments that continues to this day in our vibrant municipal bond markets. The 
“Seward’s Folly” purchase of Alaska from Russia in 1867 was paid for in gold bullion at a time 
when federal debt, following the Civil War, had ballooned to the then-unheard of level of 27 
percent of GDP. The Erie Canal, built in 1818-1825, was financed by New York State borrowing 
after President Madison vetoed a bill for federal financing; its toll revenues exceeded New 
York’s debt service payments even before it was completed. 

The period 1930–1960 was only a partial departure from what had come before: the worst 
economic depression and costliest war in the nation’s history resulted in unprecedented levels of 
spending and borrowing, but the accumulated debt was paid down steadily from the late 1940s 
through the 1960s and beyond. Just in aggregate terms, the major departure from previous eras 
was that tax revenues, still at 6 percent of GDP in the Depression, shot up to 20 percent when 
World War II arrived and stayed high, fluctuating in the 15–20 percent range, thereafter. Higher 
taxes plus strong economic growth paid down the war debt in the 1950s and 1960s. 

Then, beginning in the 1960s, Congress began to relax the exercise of its financial powers. It 
freed a growing share of annual spending from appropriations through a variety of devices—
primarily through the expansion of the 1930s entitlement programs (Social Security and AFDC) 
and the addition of new ones (Medicare, and Medicaid, Food Stamps, and other means-tested 
welfare programs), but also through the creation of many off-budget entities and the delegation 
of independent revenue-raising and spending authority to many agencies. Today, more than two-
thirds of federal spending is appropriation-free, and the share is projected to rise to 78 percent 
over the next decade.24 Later, beginning in the 1970s, Congress lost much of its traditional 
appropriations control over remaining discretionary spending as well. Following the weakening 
of the congressional committee system in the early 1970s, and the enactment of the 

                                                
23 Bill White, America’s Fiscal Constitution: Its Triumph and Collapse (PublicAffairs 2014), is an excellent 
account of the original “American Fiscal Tradition” and its eventual abandonment. White dates the collapse of 
fiscal discipline to 2000; I date it to the late 1960s for reasons given in the text and in Christopher DeMuth, 
“Our Democratic Debt,” National Review, July 21, 2015, 
https://www.nationalreview.com/nrd/articles/381873/our-democratic-debt.  
24

 Congressional Budget Office, Updated Budget Projections: 2016 to 2026, March 2016, Table 1. 
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Congressional Budget and Impoundment Control Act of 1974, an increasingly decentralized 
Congress found it increasingly difficult to legislate annual budgets and regular agency 
appropriations. The discretionary portion of federal spending was increasingly left to annual 
“continuing resolutions” that continued previous years’ spending levels with across-the-board 
percentage adjustments and minor tweaks. Finally, beginning in the 2000s, and with much 
greater force following the 2008 financial crisis, the Federal Reserve began to collaborate 
actively with the Treasury on fiscal policy, supporting the growing public debt by purchasing 
large quantities of Treasury securities in the secondary market (an end-run around the Federal 
Reserve Act’s prohibition of direct purchase of federal securities) and holding interest rates 
artificially low. 

Concurrently, federal fiscal discipline collapsed as well, as charted in the Appendix.25 After 
1970, the federal budget was routinely in deficit (excepting only a few years at the end of the 
1990s, when the transitory “dot-com” securities boom produced unexpected tax revenues and 
budget surpluses), and the deficits became much larger than any in our peacetime experience. 
The federal debt grew mightily to unprecedented levels—now nearly $20 trillion, or more than 
100 percent of GDP. The federal “fiscal imbalance” (a measure of the present value of the gap 
between projected future revenue and expenditures under current law) grew from zero in the 
early 1970s to about $120 trillion today. 

As important as the sheer magnitude of post-1970 deficits and debts is the nature of the 
public expenditures they financed. During this same period, federal spending came to be 
dominated by Medicare, Social Security, and other transfer payments in place of traditional 
“public goods” such as military, transportation, and justice programs.26 As a result, the 
traditional link between borrowing and exceptional national needs (wars, other emergencies, and 
investment opportunities) was broken, as was the tradition of diligently paying down such 
exceptional borrowings. To be sure, the modern period has seen exceptional spending that fits 
the traditional justifications for borrowing—the Reagan defense build-up, post-9/11 military and 
“homeland security” exertions, and post-2008 economic-recovery spending. But most of our 
current debt, and essentially all of our projected “fiscal imbalance,” is due to spending on current 
consumption rather on future investment or emergency response.27 

The Nature and Purpose of Fiscal Restraint 

Every institution that employs economic resources and aims to persist over time must practice 
fiscal restraint. This includes the family or household, the parish church or sports club, the small 

                                                
25 Drawn from Jeffry Minor, Fiscal Imbalance: A Primer (Cato Institute Press 2015), 
https://object.cato.org/sites/cato.org/files/pubs/pdf/fiscal_imbalance.pdf.  
26 Nicholas Eberstadt, A Nation of Takers: America’s Entitlement Epidemic (Templeton Press 2012). 
27 This argument is expounded in detail in Christopher DeMuth, “Our Democratic Debt,” supra note 23, and 
“The Real Cliff,” The Weekly Standard, Dec. 24, 2012, www.weeklystandard.com/the-real-
cliff/article/666593. 
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business or partnership, the giant commercial or financial corporation, and the nation-state. First, 
income must at least equal outlays over time. Second, borrowing must be limited to managing 
time patterns in income and outlays, in particular to bridging gaps between current outlays and 
future income. The canonical function of borrowing is for investment—to support capital 
expenditures, by business firms or governments, that are expected to generate future income 
sufficient to retire the loans. But borrowing is for more than investment. It may also support 
current consumption in excess of current income, so long as future income is sufficient to retire 
the loans; that is the function of the residential mortgage in personal finance and also, in public 
finance, of deficit spending during episodes of war, economic downturn, and other emergencies. 
Prolonged periods of “deficit spending” in excess of income, unless they finance successful 
investments or are followed by periods of sufficiently higher income, are “unsustainable”—in 
one way or another, the institution will cease to function. Failure may result from unsuccessful 
investments, excessive optimism about future income, or sheer profligacy. 

These rules of fiscal restraint are essentially those followed by the federal government, with 
the active involvement and indeed insistence of Congress, during the period from 1789 through 
the late 1960s. The period since then has instead been characterized by fiscal profligacy—
continuous and growing borrowing, devoted mostly to welfare transfer spending that is mostly 
current consumption. Of course, deficit spending within the bounds of traditional fiscal restraint 
are not always productive: wars and investments may turn out poorly, and economic downturns 
may be prolonged rather than transitory. At the same time, deficit spending on current 
consumption may turn out to be sustainable if future economic growth is large enough. But the 
traditional pay-as-you-go rule was, in part, a precaution against undue confidence in investment 
and emergency borrowing; and there are no remotely plausible scenarios for future economic 
growth that would make our current deficits, debt, and fiscal imbalance sustainable. 

The necessity of fiscal restraint means that successful, persevering institutions establish 
mechanisms or follow norms or rules that discipline against excessive current spending28 and 
promote future-oriented decision-making. In large institutions that depend on cooperation among 
many anonymous strangers, the task of fiscal constraint is often described as countering the 
“agency problem”—that is, inducing an institution’s managers to act in the interests of far-flung 
stakeholders, such as a corporation’s shareholders and a nation’s citizens. One mechanism of 
fiscal constraint, in both government and private institutions, is borrowing itself. Those who have 
lent money to a business firm or a government have an incentive to monitor the fiscal 
management of the institution and take steps, such as charging higher interest rates for additional 
loans, to counter excesses; creditors are typically smaller and more cohesive groups than a 
corporation’s shareholders, or a nation-state’s voters or taxpayers, and are therefore better 

                                                
28 A separate problem of insufficient rather than excess current expenditure—hoarding—afflicts some 
institutions such as well-endowed nonprofit foundations, and could conceivably afflict government 
institutions, but is ignored in this paper. 
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positioned for such financial monitoring.29 One of Hamilton’s purposes in assuming the states’ 
war debts was to establish fiscal discipline and a reputation for credit-worthiness, so as to build 
the fledgling federal government’s prestige and borrowing power for future contingencies. 

Another mechanism of fiscal restraint is institutional structure, especially internal separation 
of functions and external monitoring bodies. This includes, for the business corporation, the 
separate internal roles of the chief executive officer and chief financial officer and of operating 
divisions and auditing staffs, and the external monitoring of the board of directors and 
independent auditors. For the U.S. federal government, it includes the constitutional separation-
of-powers scheme, separate responsibilities within Congress (as between authorizing, 
appropriating, and budgeting committees) and within the executive branch (as between the 
Office of Management and Budget, Treasury Department, Federal Reserve, and operating 
agencies), and independent monitoring authorities such as the Government Accountability Office 
and agency Inspectors General. 

These and other mechanisms of fiscal restraint are all, needless to say, imperfect, for 
reasons that go beyond the limitations of human foresight of future circumstances. And the 
observer of contemporary American government will be inclined to despair of possibility of 
effective countermeasures to the well-known deficiencies of government decision-making, the 
political rewards of providing the electorate with greater benefits than taxes to pay for the 
benefits, and the lack of market competition that is the ultimate source of fiscal discipline in 
commercial institutions. Yet, despite all of these defects, the federal government in fact 
achieved a serviceable degree of fiscal restraint for more than a century and a half. Was there 
something in the practices of the earlier period, and especially in Congress’s much more robust 
exercise of its constitutional powers, that was responsible for this relative success, and that 
might be recovered for purposes of reinstituting fiscal restraint in the modern era? 

Explaining Fiscal Restraint and its Collapse 

This section sets forth three explanations of Congress’s long-running tradition of fiscal restraint 
and eventual abandonment of restraint, explanations I will call structural, expressive, and 
adaptive. They are not mutually exclusive but rather complementary, each one capturing an 
important but only partial element of causation. 

The Structural Explanation is that fiscal restraint has been a function of congressional 
organization. Congress’s internal structure for deciding issues of taxing and spending has been 
more or less centralized at different periods in American history, and Congress has exerted 
systematically greater fiscal restraint during periods of centralized control. 30 For most of the 

                                                
29 On the monitoring role of government creditors, see James Macdonald, A Free Nation Deep in Debt: The 
Financial Roots of Democracy (Princeton University Press, 2003), and Clayton P. Gillette, “Can Public Debt 
Enhance Democracy?”, 50 Wm. & Mary L. Rev. 937 (2008). 
30 John F. Cogan, “The Dispersion of Spending Authority and Federal Budget Deficits, in The Budget 
Puzzle: Understanding Federal Spending, John F. Cogan, Timothy J. Muris, and Allen Schick, eds. 
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fiscal restraint period from 1789 through 1930, appropriations were controlled by a single 
committee in both House and Senate (the House Ways and Means Committee and Senate 
Finance Committee before the mid-1860s, thereafter an Appropriations Committee in each 
chamber). However, from the late 1880s through 1920, more than half of spending authority 
was disbursed from the Appropriations Committees to a variety of program committees—
Army, Navy, Rivers and Harbors, Post Office, Indian Affairs, and others. During this period, 
federal spending grew to unprecedented peacetime levels, resulting in a string of deficits in 
1894–1915 (before America’s entry into World War I produced huge deficits for several years). 
The deficits were tiny by today’s standards—in the range of 0.1–0.4 percent of GDP—but in 
their size and regularity were a marked departure from what had come before. This produced a 
strong political reaction, and the link between centralized control and fiscal restraint was 
recognized by congressional leaders, Woodrow Wilson, and others. Following internal 
struggles, spending control was recentralized in both House and Senate beginning in 1920, 
followed by 11 years of annual surpluses until the coming of the Great Depression. 

The period since 1930 has been marked by a much more profound and prolonged 
fragmentation of spending authority, and one that so far has generated no effective political 
reaction. In the 1930s, Congress for the first time created agencies with independent borrowing 
authority (beginning with the New Deal Reconstruction Finance Corporation) and large 
entitlement programs covering the general population rather than just federal employee 
pensions (beginning with Social Security); spending on these programs was controlled by 
various program committees, not the Appropriations Committees, and their number and size 
multiplied in the post-war decades and especially in the 1960s. In the early 1970s, a series of 
internal reforms in both Senate and House greatly weakened their committee structures and 
committee chairmen; this began the “atomization” of Congress on matters of lawmaking as well 
as finance.31 The Congressional Budget Act of 1974 attempted to reinstate budget discipline but 
had many perverse consequences—for example, by further weakening the Appropriations 
Committees and establishing in their place new Budget Committees with few formal powers. 

Congress made several further efforts to impose budget discipline through rules and 
procedures within a decentralized congressional structure, such as the Gramm-Rudman-
Hollings Balanced Budget and Emergency Deficit Control Acts of 1985 and 1987 and the 
                                                
(Stanford University Press, 1994); and W. Mark Crain and Timothy J. Muris, “Legislative 
Organization of Fiscal Policy,” 38 J. of L. & Econ. 311 (1995). In the text I am extending Cogan’s 
argument beyond 1994 when his article was published. Crain and Muris’s study finds similar effects 
from centralizing spending authority in state legislatures. 
31 Anthony King, “The American Polity in the Late 1970s: Building Coalitions in the Sand,” in Anthony King, 
ed., The New American Political System (AEI Press 1978, p. 391). King’s “atomization” thesis is developed 
further in James Q. Wilson, “American Politics, Then & Now,” Commentary, Feb. 1979, reprinted in James Q. 
Wilson, American Politics, Then & Now, and other Essays (AEI Press 2010), and Allen D. Hertzke and 
Roland M. Peters, Jr., eds., The Atomistic Congress: An Interpretation of Constitutional Change (Routledge 
1992). 
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Budget Enforcement Act of 1990. They proved equally bootless. In the 25 years from 1990 
through 2015, Congress rarely followed its own budget procedures or passed regular 
appropriations.32 

The logic behind the structural explanation is a straightforward application of the “common 
pool” problem: If spending authority is widely dispersed within a legislature, individual 
members and committees will treat public revenues as a common resource and none will have 
an incentive to economize on their use. The sum total of their decisions will be overspending, 
just as ranchers will overgraze common lands and fishermen will overfish common fishing 
grounds. The solution, adopted during our periods of fiscal restraint, is to centralize spending 
authority in those with responsibility for holding spending in line with revenues. 

This account is persuasive as far as it goes, and is certainly consistent with the historical 
record. It is, however, incomplete in two important respects. First, why should centralized 
appropriators use their power to pursue the common interest in fiscal restraint, as opposed to 
cutting spending deals with program committees and individual members that serve their 
immediate interests? Second, given that centralized appropriations did in fact maintain fiscal 
restraint through long periods of political history, why did Congress abandon the centralized 
approach? Our next two explanations attempt to answer these questions. 

The Expressive Explanation is that Congresses, both in practicing and then in abandoning 
fiscal restraint, have been doing all we can expect them to do, which is to give expression to  
values and ideas that predominate in the society that elects them. Congress is the least 
normative of our constitutional branches. Judges are expected to resolve cases and controversies 
by following articulated standards of judgment (such as “textualism” and “original 
understanding”). Presidents are sworn to defend the Constitution and expected to exert national 
leadership. But Congresses have no purpose other than representation, and representation is 
inherently subject to no other judgment than that of the electorate.33 The Constitution gives 
Congress plenary financial powers but says nothing about how it should use them; it will use 
them representatively. 

The economist James M. Buchanan devoted years to the study of deficit spending in 
modern democracy before the phenomenon was nearly as pronounced as it has since become.34 
                                                
32 The leading account of the collapse of congressional budgeting and fiscal discipline is Aaron Wildavsky and 
Naomi Caiden, The New Politics of the Budgetary Process (Pearson, 5th Ed., 2003). See also House Budget 
Committee Majority Staff Working Paper, “Reclaiming Constitutional Authority through the ‘Power of the 
Purse,” Aug. 2016, and Patrick Louis Knudsen, “Why Congress Needs a New Budget Process,” Heritage 
Foundation Discussion Paper, Dec. 2013. 
33 Barbara Sinclair, “Question: What’s Wrong with Congress? Answer: It’s a Democratic Legislature,” 89 Bos. 
U. L. Rev. 387 (2009). 
34 See the following volumes in The Collected Works of James M. Buchanan (Liberty Fund): Public 
Principles of Public Debt: A Defense and Restatement (Vol. 2; 1999, originally published in 1958); 
Democracy in Deficit: The Political Legacy of Lord Keynes (with Richard E. Wagner) (Vol. 8; 2000, 
originally published in 1977); and the essay collection Debt and Taxes (Vol. 14; 2001). A good review 
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His only explanation of the phenomenon was that it reflected “a breakdown in moral 
constraints” and the abandonment of the principle that “capital, once accumulated, should be 
maintained and transmitted to future generations.”35 There is indeed an important moral 
component to fiscal restraint—avoiding debt often protects the interests of others, including the 
interests of future generations—but it is also possible to explain the pursuit and abandonment of 
restraint in instrumental and intellectual terms. 

Before 1930 there was no such thing as “fiscal policy” and no set of tablets specifying when 
the government could and could not borrow funds. Rather there was a nigh-universal consensus 
for a simple and emphatic pay-as-you-go rule: government budgets should always be balanced. 
Alexander Hamilton and Thomas Jefferson shared this view, as did Franklin D. Roosevelt and 
Herbert Hoover. At the same time, everyone recognized that external circumstances would 
sometimes require breaking the rule, and public officials judged the circumstances as they came 
along. The fiscal tradition of borrowing only for wars, emergencies, and investments was one of 
practical experience, not a priori logic: it is the retrospective record of nation that grew rich and 
powerful and whose financial practices are therefore worth studying. 

The balanced budget rule was sometimes justified by moral reasoning (we have no right to 
burden future generations) and sometimes by simple analogies (economists would say 
simplistic) to family budgets and personal behavior. For the most part, however, it was a 
pragmatic tool for policing government and guarding against corruption and extravagance. 
Voters could not follow the actions of government closely, but they did know that they and 
their neighbors resisted being taxed, that government revenues were therefore constrained, and 
that a balanced budget (if itself honestly reported) would therefore serve as a real discipline. 
Legislators realized this, and used their devotion to balanced budgets as a device for committing 
themselves to good government—limited, honest, thrifty.36 

All of this began to change during the Great Depression, under the influence of John 
Maynard Keynes and, more generally, of intellectual efforts to rationalize and justify a positive 
economic role for government taxing, spending, and borrowing. Keynes was himself a firm 
budget balancer—but over the several-year life of a business cycle, where government would 
run deficits during recessions and repay them with surpluses during expansions. Whereas 
governments had in the past run deficits during recessions out of simple necessity (because 
revenues were falling faster than it was prudent or possible to cut spending), Keynes offered a 
beguiling reason for doing so deliberately and on a much larger scale—in order to sustain 

                                                
of these and related works is Jerry H. Templeton, “James M. Buchanan on Public-Debt Finance,” XI (3) 
Independent Review (Winter 2007), 435–449, 
www.independent.org/pdf/tir/tir_11_03_06_templeman.pdf. 
35 Democracy in Deficit, id. at 460. 
36 James D. Savage, Balanced Budgets and American Politics (Cornell University Press 1988), is a detailed 
historical examination of the broad political consensus behind the balanced budget rule and the arguments 
offered for it by legislators and other government officials. 
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person incomes in the face of falling market demand and business investment. 

Although Keynesianism was subject to many objections and qualifications, it was an 
admirable effort to respond to manifest hardship and harness the modern economy more tightly 
to individual well-being. But, like many such advances, it emerged from a particular milieu and 
then reshaped that milieu in surprising ways. The prospect of balancing the budget over the 
course of business cycles seemed unproblematic during the Depression, when the economy had 
been roaring in the recent past. It also seemed sensible during the three postwar decades (through 
1974) of bracing growth marred by only moderate recessions, when Keynes’s disciples made 
refinements—such as “countercyclical stabilization” and “the full-employment balanced 
budget”—to moderate routine fluctuations in the business cycle. 

What was not foreseen was the political consequence of relaxing and rationalizing the 
balanced budget rule. For Keynesian taught that government officials, rather than weigh current 
spending against current revenues, should instead weigh the needs of the known present against 
the resources of an imagined future. But the present is always cluttered with problems and 
difficulties, while the future is an abstraction. The future is also, in the American mind, a more 
prosperous and untroubled place—especially if we can just get ourselves through today’s 
pressing exigencies. This manner of thinking tended to dissolve the distinction between investing 
for the future and borrowing from the future.  

Even more insidiously, Keynesian borrowing raised the prospect of providing the electorate 
with higher current benefits than current taxes to fund those benefits. Whatever the future may 
hold, it will certainly be populated by many people who are not voters today—the younger 
generation and the yet unborn. Today’s debts will be repaid by some or all of them, in one way 
or another—through higher taxes, lower benefits to accommodate payments on the loans, loan 
defaults, or the partial default of inflation. At any point in time, politicians will be happy to relax 
the resource constraints on their own choices and leave greater constraints for their successors. 

The upshot was that Keynesianism was never even tried. Instead it destroyed the balanced 
budget rule without putting anything in its place, leaving us with all deficits all the time (with 
minor exceptions). During economic downturns, deficits are justified on Keynesian grounds; 
during expansions, deficits are justified on grounds that Keynesian “stimulus” is working and 
withdrawal would be hazardous. The balanced budget is no longer the useful monitoring-and-
signaling device it once was, because many voters have adapted to deficit-financed transfer 
programs that provide them with direct benefits, and legislators have followed their lead. 

This does not mean that fiscal restraint has lost all of its salience in national and 
congressional politics. Today there are many organizations devoted to public education on the 
debt problem,37 think tank projects devoted to crafting new congressional budgeting 

                                                
37 For example, Fix the Debt, www.fixthedebt.org. 
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procedures,38 and activists and academics promoting a balanced-budget constitutional 
amendment.39 Public anxiety has motivated Congress to enact several deficit-reduction 
procedures and grand bargains in recent decades, and additional efforts are underway.40 

But none of these efforts has had any discernable effect on congressional organization and 
decision-making or the growth of federal deficits and debt. The reason is that Congress is a 
representative assembly that expresses currently prevailing values and opinions. It is capable of 
following strong and consistent policies only when backed by a strong and durable social 
consensus—and policies that discipline its own operations and the immediate political incentives 
of its members require a particularly strong consensus. In the absence of such consensus, the best 
Congress can do is to adopt weak and intermediate rules and procedures that reflect weaker and 
more contested social sentiments, and that produce only occasional and transient legislative 
majorities. These rules and procedures prove inadequate to unremitting short-term political 
pressures to opportunistically violate them, leading to a regime of largely unfettered discretion.41 

The expressive explanation is a powerful complement to the structural explanation. It leaves 
an important question unanswered, however: Why was Congress’s abandonment of centralized 
appropriations and the balanced budget rule accompanied by a further departure from fiscal 
restraint—the unprecedented step of deficit spending for the financially unsustainable purpose of 
supporting current personal consumption?  

The Adaptive Explanation is that Congress abandoned fiscal restraint in response to modern 
affluence, communications, and technological mastery, which combined to drastically reduce the 
costs of political organization and transactions. In this view,42 the growth of incomes and 
discretionary time in the mid-to-late 20th century, and advances in the speed and proficiency of 

                                                
38 For example, the Brookings Institution’s National Budgeting Roundtable, 
www.budgetingroundtable.com. 
39 For example, Americans for a Balanced Budget Amendment, www.balanceourbudget.com, and Glenn 
Hubbard and Tim Kane, Balance: The Economics of Great Powers from Ancient Rome to Modern 
America (Simon & Schuster, 2013). 
40 For example, the House Budget Committee’s project on Budget Process Reform, 
http://budget.house.gov/budgetprocessreform.  
41 It is worth noting that the temporal progression in fiscal policy—from political consensus and strong rules, 
to political division and weak rules, to largely unfettered case-by-case discretion—is characteristic of other 
areas of economic policy as well. In monetary policy, the longstanding consensus for a gold standard gave way 
to discretionary policy guided by a variety of contested rules (inflation targeting, growth targeting, the “Taylor 
Rule”), which over time gave way to a policy of largely unfettered Fed discretion. In regulatory policy, the 
longstanding consensus for limited federal authority over interstate commerce gave way to the rules and 
procedures of the Administrative Procedure Act (and others such as the cost-benefit rule), which over time 
gave way to a policy of largely unfettered regulatory discretion. 
42 Elaborated in Christopher DeMuth, Sr., “The Bucks Start Here,” Claremont Review of Books, Summer 
2013, www.claremont.org/crb/article/the-bucks-start-here; “Congress Incongruous,” Liberty Law Forum, 
Aug. 2015, www.libertylawsite.org/liberty-forum/congress-incongruous; and “Can the Administrative 
State Be Tamed?”, 8(1) Jour. L. Anal. 12 (Spring 2016), jla.oxfordjournals.org/content/8/1/121.full.pdf+html. 
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communications and transportations technologies, produced a surge in political participation and 
“activism.” Lobbying groups multiplied in number, cohesion, and ability to press their claims on 
Congress and monitor the activities of its members. At the same time, legislators acquired the 
ability to mount campaigns and careers independently of party and congressional hierarchies. 
The result was that Congress was subjected to a profusion of demands for spending and 
regulating, far beyond what had been technically feasible in earlier eras—and that Congress’s 
newly decentralized, individualistic internal structure, a product of the same technological 
developments, empowered members to respond to those demands entrepreneurially. 

But members were still restrained, in responding to the proliferating pressures for 
government action, by the inherent cumbersomeness of legislative decision-making and by the 
limits of politically feasible tax revenues. The solution to the problem of legislative 
cumbersomeness was to delegate lawmaking to specialized executive agencies, leading to 
today’s administrative state. The solution to the problem of inadequate revenues was to breach 
the established practice of borrowing only for emergencies and investments—in effect, 
“delegating” taxation to future citizens and Congresses. Crossing that Rubicon met with little 
resistance in a legislature where spending authority had been widely dispersed, and where all 
concerned were learning the political magic of providing voters with collectively greater 
personal benefits than tax obligations. These developments have led to the abandonment not only 
of the balanced budget rule but also the larger principles of fiscal restraint, and to today’s deeply 
indebted federal government. 

 

We may conclude, briefly and provisionally, with the observation that restoring fiscal 
discipline will not be a matter of simply reestablishing centralized spending authorities within 
the House and Senate (because the disestablishment of those authorities has proven adaptive), 
nor of tweaking congressional budgeting rules and procedures (because they have proven 
inadequate to pressures for ignoring them). Instead, it will require antecedent political and 
intellectual leadership on behalf of the unavoidable necessities of fiscal restraint—necessities 
that contemporary social fragmentation cannot overcome and that modern theorizing and 
political techniques cannot abolish. For this purpose, a renewed movement for a balanced budget 
amendment to the Constitution—although it, too, is a matter of strenuous controversy among 
politicians and intellectuals—could play a useful role in the task of public education. 
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